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BRO 214 Viking Walking Tutor
BRO 215 Titan Walking Tutor
BRO 3128 Knee Walker
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HospEquip is a well established Australian company, privately owned & operated. 
Since 1999 it has been providing high quality equipment and services to hospitals, 
residential care facilities and the community. Our experienced team work closely 
with clinicians, therapists and individual clients to ensure you choose the right 
equipment for your every need. Our equipment range is extensive and includes:

• Electric Profiling Beds for hospitals and long term care
• Pressure Care mattresses and systems
• Safe Patient Handling (mobile lifters, gantries and ceiling track)
• Hygiene Equipment (specialised commode and bathroom equipment)
• Falls Prevention
• Adjustable Seating
• Scripted Wheelchairs, Seating, Positioning and Cushions
• Rehabilitation, Mobility Aids and Ramps
• Respiratory
• Medical Carts and Trolleys

Why HospEquip is your best option for quality equipment
Personalised service with expert advice

Reputable supplier Australia wide
Large range of high quality hospital equipment

Fast, efficient turnaround
Exceptional value for money

Demonstrations   |   Trials   |   Rental options   |   Service & Repairs



Heavy duty oval aluminium tube frame

Can be folded for easy transportation or storage

Press button directional height adjustment

Handle bars can be extended or shortened to fit 
forearm length correctly

Soft polyurethane armrest gutters

Light touch brakes - ideal for users with weak 
hand grip or arthritis

Large indoor/outdoor wheels with “U” shaped fork

Frame widened at rear to maximise walking area

The frame of the Heavy Duty Walking Tutor is made 

with oval aluminium tube, making it extra sturdy but 

still lightweight. The frame is widened between the 

rear wheels to increase walking space.

The armrest gutters are padded with soft polyurethane and 

the handle bars can be extended or shortened depending 

on the user’s arm length. It is also possible to swivel the 

hand grips to ensure the most comfortable grip angle 

for the user.

The height of the walker is adjustable using a press 

button directional system.

The “light touch” hand brakes make applying the 

brakes much easier for arthritis sufferers or those with weak 

hand grip.
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Bro 212
Walking Tutor - Heavy Duty

Forearm height Length Width Armrest length Castor size Product weight S.W.L.

103 - 127cm 88cm 65cm 30 - 43cm 20cm 12.2kg 180kg

Light touch brakes - suitable 
for users with weak hand grip

Large 20cm spoked wheels 
for indoor or outdoor use



Lever operated hydraulic height adjustment

Lockable rear heavy duty castors

Soft polyurethane pads on forearm supports

Width adjustable base

Width / angle adjustable forearm supports

Angle adjustable handles

The Viking is a heavy duty walking tutor. Constructed 

with strong aluminium, it is designed specifically to stand 

up to the rigours of heavy commercial use as anticipated 

in hospitals, nursing homes, aged care centres and institutions.

The armrest height is hydraulically adjusted and is operated 

with an easy lever system. The ergonomic design provides 

patients with ample space to move freely.

Components are adjustable to cater for patients of all sizes. 

This makes the Viking very adaptable and therefore 

extremely versatile in commercial settings.
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Viking 
Patient Walking Tutor

Forearm height Length Width Castor size Product weight S.W.L.

92 - 135cm 78cm 71.5 - 91.5cm 10cm 20kg 200kg

IV pole 
Storage bag 
Oxygen bottle holder

Accessories included



Heavy duty oval aluminium tube frame

Lock brakes on all 4 castors

Press button directional height adjustment system

Soft polyurethane gutter armrests

Patient handles - assist from sitting to standing

Combination accessory kit 
included:

 Storage bag 
 IV pole 
 Urinary drainage bag 
 Vomit bag 
 Oxygen tank holder

The Titan walking tutor is the ideal solution for 

hospitals and institutions. The oval tube aluminium  

frame is extra sturdy and can withstand the constant 

use associated with commercial environments.

The frame is widened between the rear wheels to 

maximise the walking space and provide stability.

The arm supports are made of soft polyurethane 

with extra deep gutters for maximum comfort 

and safety. The press button height 

adjustment is simple and secure.

The hand grips can be moved forward and 

backwards to adjust the arm length and 

there are additional handles to assist the 

patient from a sitting position to standing.
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Titan 
Patient Walking Tutor

Forearm height Length Width Armrest length Castor size Product weight S.W.L.

95 - 128cm 84cm 70.5cm 38 - 51cm 10cm 8kg 200kg



Overall Width Overall Length Knee Support 
Height

Knee Support
Dimensions

Product 
Weight Warranty S.W.L.

BRO 3128 43cm 80cm 48.5 - 65cm 18 x 36.5cm 8kg 1 year 130kg

BRO 3128 
Knee Walker
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Durable moulded orthopaedic handgrips

Lightweight alloy frame

20cm castors - suitable for indoor and outdoor use

Steerable front castors

Moulded seamless padded knee support

Compact fold down design

Removable basket and bag

Tool free height adjustment and folding

The knee walker is an excellent alternative to crutches 

or traditional walkers. Intended to support the leg below 

the knee in patients who are not able to weight bear 

due to lower limb injury or who are recovering from 

surgery.

With front steerable castors and dual handbrakes, 

the knee walker provides manouevrability but 

prevents back and shoulder muscle strain regularly 

associated with conventional crutch use.

The contoured knee pad and handlebar height can be 

adjusted without needing to use tools to easily allow 

the knee walker to be set up to ensure maximum user 

comfort.  It also folds down for easy transport and storage.

Seamless contoured, 
knee support with 
padding 

Tool-free 
height adjustable 
orthopaedic handgrips 
with handbrakes



Length Width Kneepad 
Width Height Leg 

Adjustment Wheel Size Product 
weight Warranty S.W.L.

97cm 58.5cm 50cm 104cm 43 - 70cm 7.5cm 19.5kg 2 years 150kg

Standing Aid 
Mobi Pro Flexi
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The Mobi Pro Flexi is an ergonomic and compact mobile assistive 

mobility device ideal for people with low leg strength and some 

trunk balance who experience difficulty walking.

With its rotating padded seats and knee support, 

the Mobi Pro Flexi is an excellent substitute for a 

wheelchair and its small turning radius makes it ideal 

for smaller spaces.

It is equipped with a manual leg spread mechanism, ensuring 

it can be adapted to work with most seating and it 

can safely be used in a moisture area such as a 

toilet.  The Mobi Pro Flexi features 

rear castor brakes for added security and is 

virtually maintenance free.

With the seats rotated 
upwards, bring the 
Mobi Pro Flexi towards 
the patient. The legs can 
be adjusted depending 
on the transfer. 
Engage the brake.

Encourages patient mobility and independence
Easy transfer to and from a toilet area
Accommodates most seating types
Allows eye contact between caregiver and patient
Minimizes manual handling by caregiver thus increasing 
caregiver safety

The patient rests their feet 
on the footplate and firmly 
grasps the handles to 
raise themselves. Swivel 
the seat pads into position 
so the patient can sit and 
then proceed with transfer.
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Registered provider DVA Partner

HospEquip provides high quality 

hospital and home care equipment 

to facilities and individuals.

Our focus on personal service 

ensures our clients get expert advice 

and the equipment that 

is most appropriate to 

their clinical needs.

Call us for your 
post-op equipment hire
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